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Alexander McQueen
If the day began with Prospero’s aquatic sorcery at Chanel, it ended with a different
kind of underwater magic at Alexander McQueen. Lagerfeld’s models were nymphs;
Sarah Burton’s were goddesses. She based her collection on the three Gs: Grès for
the pleating and draping, Gaudí for the architecture, and Gaia for the sense of allencompassing oceanic life that infused the clothes, like the outfits composed of coral
or shells. Or the incredible engineered matelassé jacquard in a barnacle pattern. Or
the silk chiffon in an oyster print, which had been layered, cut into circles, and ribbed
(though that hardly even begins to explain the complexity of the result). And if you
carried the analogy still further, the black leather appliqué that infected a lace dress
could be an oil slick; the Fortuny-pleated organza woven with copper, silver, and
gold was like a pirate’s buried treasure.
The details of the clothes were so obsessively conceived and realized, they could
have easily sunk the clothes. That did, after all, happen with Lee McQueen now and
again. But Burton has already won kudos for her woman’s touch, which has literally
lifted the collection. The raised waist here was an exaggerated Empire line of ruffles,
which undulated as the models walked, “like a jellyfish moves in the sea,” said the
designer. It was most striking in an apricot baby doll, one of Burton’s personal favorites. In the same vein, she compared the movement of a trapeze dress to swimming. Another dress, as pale, ruffled, and fragile as a peignoir, rolled like surf.
But this collection proved how hot-wired into the core of McQueen Burton truly is.
The color palette—as translucent as the inside of a shell—had the kind of unambiguous prettiness that McQueen himself might have felt inclined to disrupt in some way.
Burton duly injected the glossy black leather—a sinister barracuda slipping through
the shoals of shimmer, like the spirit of her erstwhile mentor. She’ll never escape
him; nor, it seems, does she want to.

NEW YORK, September 10, 2011
by Meenal Mistry

Burberry Prorsum
With all the real-time tweeting and Facebooking and red-carpet YouTubing and
Instagramming that wrapped today'sBurberry show in a great big techno-bow, it's no
wonder Christopher Bailey wanted to step back and, as he put it, "celebrate things
that take time to do." Following on from his last men's collection, his latest was a
paean to handcrafts: crochet, beading, carving, weaving, braiding, printing. And it
was a smash.
"Joyous, upbeat, nostalgic" were Bailey's own words for a collection that sidestepped the digital age in favor of… well, try this scenario on for size: A military wife,
whose husband is stationed in the Far East, say, fills her idle hours by watching and
learning from local artisans. Then she applies her new knowledge to decorating
her own clothes, maybe with the beading that ran down the placket of a trench or
lined its collar, or the bigger geometric wooden beads that formed patterns around
necklines, or the raffia trim on a parka hood. And maybe she'd replace the buttons
on her cardigan with pretty stones she found on the beach. OK, that scenario may
be a flight of fancy too far, but the charming full skirts falling to just below the knee
did suggest a decorous army wife in olden times. A pleated dress in leaf green crepe
with a flowing forties line elaborated on the theme. Sexpot sheaths in a stretch basket knit also looked back. And Miss Sadie Thompson herself might have stepped out
in Pago Pago wearing the wrapped and tied skirt in a batik print.
If that print looked well in tune with the season's appetite for ethnic exotica, Bailey
insisted it was inspired by the shapes of the legendary British artist Henry Moore.
But, given that Moore was influenced by Picasso, you could say there was ultimately
Africa in there somewhere. And the textures and patterns undoubtedly had a tribal
edge. Still, they were just a means to Bailey's latest end: elevating the Burberry
parka to the spotlight that has traditionally been occupied by the trench. It got the full
treatment, from whipstitched hems to woven leather sleeves to all the beading and
raffia the Burberry workshops could throw at it. And, thrown over a ruched dress in a
bold block print, with a raffia bobble hat and a platform sandal with a leopard wedge,
the parka took on the confident sashay of a 2012 must-have.

LONDON, September 19, 2011
by Tim Blanks

Chanel
For today's Chanel spectacular, Karl Lagerfeld recast himself as Prospero, conjuring a magical underwater world from the raw stuff of fashion. The Grand Palais
was transformed by huge, blinding white sea shapes—corals, shells, sea horses,
stingrays—and Florence Welch arose like Botticelli's Venus on the half shell to sing
"What the Water Gave Me." It was a bravura performance all around.
What the water gave Karl was the kind of acute overview that only he could turn
into a dazzling collection. He'd been musing on the fact that forms as modern as
anything designed by the architect Zaha Hadid have been shaped at the bottom
of the ocean by natural processes taking millions of years. Chanel hasn't been in
existence for quite that long, but there was an impressive, graphic modernity shaped
by lengthy natural processes (Karl's thoughts) in most of the 80 or so outfits that
strolled around today's massive set. Lagerfeld said he wanted lightness. He'd used
new fabrics even he didn't know how to define. They brought an iridescent motherof-pearl shimmer to the collection—the lightness literally shone through. That was
also why Lagerfeld strung pearls, instead of belts, around waists. And Sam McKnight dotted pearls through the models' slicked-back hair, too.
Lagerfeld's aim was nothing too "Chanel" because, he sagely noted, there are
already so many other people doing that style. Still, he insisted on something that
was recognizably within the codes of the house. So there were boxy tweeds, drop
waists, mille-feuille pleats, and an ocean of prettiness for the fans. It was enthralling
to watch the way he insinuated his underwater theme into this traditional Chanel
lexicon. The ruffles on one dress looked like sea sponges, the iridescent streamers
flying from another like seaweed. It wasn't always successful—one of Stella Tennant's outfits sprouted unfortunate seaweed panniers—but how many other designers are there who are prepared to take such risks after six decades in the business?
Strike that. Who has this much energy and creativity at any age?

PARIS, October 4, 2011
by Tim Blanks

Christian Dior
The prettiness of today's Christian Dior show may have felt like a safe move, but
after the beating Bill Gaytten and his team took following a misjudged Couture collection, who can blame them? The expectations facing Dior's first prêt-à-porter show
since John Galliano's ouster were mixed—or maybe just muddied by the endless
roundelay of succession speculation that has turned the label into a fashion soap
opera. So what Gaytten and co. delivered may have been the only sane response
to an impossible situation: head back to ground zero, the archives where the Dior
legacy rests untroubled by the wayward to-and-fro-ing of topical vagaries. It was
an especially timely move, given that haute couture's past has exerted an unholy
influence over prêt-à-porter's present this season. Time to remind the world that Dior
owns a lot of those looks.
So a dressed-up mood ran through the entire collection, not simply the gazar and
organza that so many of the outfits were cut from, but the classic Bar jacket, modernized with a wider neckline; the Grace Kelly dress with the wrapped bodice; the
orange-red silk and tulle dance number tied at the waist with a huge bow. And the
evening section that closed the show felt like an immaculate parade of Hollywood
legend Adrian's Art Deco gowns.

PARIS, September 30, 2011
by Tim Blanks

D&G
Today's D&G show was the last of its kind. The designers plan to integrate this collection into their main signature line. So, why not go out with a bang? Domenico and
Stefano wouldn't have it any other way. The foundation was simple: scarf prints borrowed from Messrs. Dolce and Gabbana's own back catalog, with what looked like a
wink and a nod to those of Versace and Hermès as well. You can't do a foulard show
without at least a sidelong glance at either of those houses. And did we see Lilly Pulitzer in a matching pink and Kelly green cami and bloomer shorts set? Anyway, what
the duo did with all those polka dots, crests, medallions, butterlies, and flowers was
pure D&G, be it wrapping and knotting scarves into a tiny strapless cocktail dress or
whipping them up in sequined shorts and matching tees. The firm of body and young
of heart will scoop them up for the party scene, along with the gold coin jewelry and
scarf-wrapped wedges.
Dolce and Gabbana had a red-carpet hit on their hands with the star motifs from
their Fall main line, and they've clearly absorbed the message for Spring. Prints continue to be the big story both on the catwalks and in the front rows. Might as well get
in on the action when the getting's so good. Now that D&G is finito, their souvenir
prints of seaside Italian scenes will be collectors' items in more way than one.

MILAN, September 22, 2011
by Nicole Phelps

Dolce & Gabbana
Molto, molto Italiano. Domenico Dolce and Stefano Gabbana have long made the
most of their roots, but at today's show, they really went all-out, from the colorful
street festival lights suspended from the ceiling of their Metropol venue to the the
soles of the models' plastic wicker sandals.
Picturesque summertime in a small town in southern Italy circa the 1950's was the
designers' starting point. The eggplants, zucchinis, tomatoes, and hot peppers you'd
find at an outdoor market inspired the oversize prints that decorated fit-and-flare
dresses and midriff-baring bra tops and full skirts. Coincidentally, Rossella Jardini
served up a vegetable dish of her own last night at Moschino Cheap And Chic, but
Domenico and Stefano pushed the idea further, with crochet tablecloth sheaths and
matching coats or little skirtsuits. Farfalle pasta shapes and garlic cloves dangled
from earrings. And this was all set to a soundtrack of Sophia Loren belting out her
best "Mambo Italiano."
After dark, Dolce and Gabbana left the veggies in the kitchen in favor of lace cocktail
dresses that out-sparkled the lights above the runway (a bona fide hit, those) and a
finale of their signature corsets encrusted to the hilt in colorful crystals. Sure, it got
a little too kitsch for comfort sometimes. But it was also the feel-good moment of the
Milan season.

MILAN, September 25, 2011
by Nicole Phelps

Elie Saab
Elie Saab named his Spring collection Color Shock, and though he opened with a
group of pearly pales, he soon segued into more vivid shades in the bright thread
he began for Resort. That collection scored him big at the Emmys a few weeks ago;
Kate Winslet wore his clean-lined but clingy scarlet gown. It stands to reason that
many of these HD-ready, eye-catching dresses—in particular, an emerald plungeneck style with snaking trails of sequins and the plummy chiffon number with tiny
lace cap sleeves—will meet a similar Ryan Seacrest-discussed fate.
Saab's biggest evening statement was sequins, which came graduated and rippling or set into plissé pleats. When he went unembellished, the drama came from
languid and floaty seventies-ish silhouettes with tie necks or sexy asymmetrical
necklines and up-to-there slits. The third building block was lace, which was actually
most interesting when it was barely detectable, set into seams of neat wool daywear
dresses.
Saab has probably the only ready-to-wear show with a separate line outside for
clients. It's for them that he cycles so extensively through his chosen palette, repeating near identical styles. They may eat it up, but as usual the editorial set got a little
glazed over. The only shock was the natural wonder of Karlie Kloss' legs closing the
show.

PARIS, October 5, 2011
by Meenal Mistry

Giorgio Armani
Giorgio Armani is obsessed with light this season. His Emporio show sparkled with
hard starlight; his signature show shimmered with the translucent glow of the moon
on the sea—or the mother-of-pearl lining of a seashell. Armani excels at translating such abstract notions into fabric. Here, there were bias-cut silk jackets that did
indeed look like nacre. And the three graces that made an awkwardly stately exit at
show's end were so drenched with beads and crystals, they looked newly risen from
the ocean.
There is always a very particular dignity in an Armani show. Equally, there are also
times when he introduces a design flourish that compromises that dignity. The
unique touch in today's show was the slit that bifurcated pant legs—only in this case,
it wasn't a compromise moment. Instead, it had the vaguely Far Eastern flair that
characterizes so much of Armani's work, especially when the pants were laid under
a skirt and jacket whose shoulders extended into pagoda points. Perfectly serene.
In that spirit, Armani took the lapels and buttons off his jackets, using a single toggle
or an invisible hook-and-eye as an alternative closing. You can feel him continually
paring away, reducing to some fundamental element. As long as that element is
water, he'll do just fine.

MILAN, September 26, 2011
by Tim Blanks

Gucci
Gucci is celebrating its 90th birthday in Florence next week with a blowout that will
mark the opening of the new Gucci Museo there. The Italian house was born in
1921, but backstage, designer Frida Giannini insisted that the Art Deco motifs she
showed off on the runway today were pure coincidence. "I like the architectural
shapes, especially the New York skyscrapers of the period," she said. Chance or
not, Giannini's Chrysler building flapper numbers put her at the forefront of Spring's
Jazz Age revival. New York designers beat her to the 1920's theme last week, but
the graphic quality of the black, white, and bronze color-blockings and embroideries
gave her dresses an anti-retro appeal. They'll have legs on the red carpet and, you
imagine, in real life, too, where their short lengths and streamlined, away-from-thebody shapes will make them go-to favorites come party time.
On the tailoring side, Giannini hewed to fairly androgynous lines. Jackets were short
and boxy and topped high-waisted pants with front pleats or deep tuxedo stripes
down the sides. If there was nothing twenties-ish about the silhouettes, the era
informed the jackets' geometric designs and their Deco buttons and fastenings. The
pieces that resonated were the ones that put Gucci's leather experts to the test, like
a black and gold leather shift dress laser-cut so minutely that it resembled eyelash
fringe, or a fitted T-shirt stitched together from strips of python to look like zebra
stripes. The equestrian scarf print on a pair of trousers and the hem of a drop-waist
skirt also stood out. Elsewhere, mismatched prints got too complicated, and a sidetrack into harem pants would have been better avoided. Still, the evening clothes in
particular will ensure that Gucci's 91st year, like so many before it, is a success.

MILAN, September 21, 2011
by Nicole Phelps

John Galliano
Bill Gaytten cut patterns for John Galliano for more years than he cares to remember. "I'm used to putting clothes together," he said after the show today. And that's
how he managed to make his own subtle mark on a collection that otherwise honored the codes of the house: tailoring, transparency, bias cuts, frills, ruffles, nostalgia, romance. Gaytten cut a slip of a dress on the bias in pink georgette and beaded
it delicately with roses. That was pure Galliano. But the new architectural quality—
the fabric inserted into seams, the chiaroscuro black and white evening effects—was
Gaytten's.
And the squashy boaters were Stephen Jones'. In other words, the world hadn't
revolved so far from the team that spun never-ending fashion magic out of complex,
celluloid-inspired scenarios. John may not be there, but his spirit definitely prevailed
in a show that was built around two Marys: Pickford and Poppins. Gaytten claimed
Pickford inspired the silhouette of rounded shoulders, rounded sleeves, and the
general sweet spirit of things like the printed lace skirt or the organza dress with puff
sleeves that could have stepped straight out of Laura Ingalls Wilder. White linen
ankle socks compounded the effect.
But Gaytten ultimately fell into the camp of Poppins over Pickford. "There's that thing
about nannies," he mused. Not to say that Poppins was a vamp and a tramp, but
the show made a slow and steady move from prim and proper to seductive, with a
procession of sheer, bias-cut evening gowns. Gaytten was on solid Galliano ground
here, and even if the state of professional turmoil in which he has been suspended
would be enough to unhinge the hardiest soul, this finale suggested his conviction—
"What doesn't break you makes you"—will carry him through to the other side.

PARIS, October 2, 2011
by Tim Blanks

Lanvin
Alber Elbaz insists that, by the time he's subjected it to his design process, there is
almost nothing recognizable left of the story with which he starts each new collection. Today's effort was a good example. Before the show, he mentioned he had in
mind an angel in hell, but as he drew and drew, the angel returned to earth. Still, if
you let your mind go, you could imagine that the snakes coiled in appliqué across
a dress or in a print down a pant leg were echoes of Down There. The shoulders
that gave the collection its epic silhouette could be the vestiges of wings. And when
Karlie Kloss froze at the end of the catwalk in a halo of orange light? Case rests.
But all that aside, what Elbaz offered felt like his own pragmatic take on sportswear.
Separates, for instance. Lanvin has always been about The Dress, but this time,
Elbaz tackled tops and bottoms. One of the challenges he set himself was quite
typical: How can a tracksuit work for evening? That's why he mixed the show up,
daywear and dressier stuff wantonly intermingled. It created an urgent, unfinished,
spontaneous mood, which was amplified by dresses that had ribbons or pleats
pinned to them. It was like that with all the slits, too. They had a raw, sexy energy.
In fact, this might have been the collection where Elbaz truly embraced sex. It was
a major contributor to the strength of the show, along with those shoulders, which
he was quick to point out had nothing to do with eighties padded power dressing.
"Power you can buy in a bank," he said. "I prefer strength." Against which he paraded sheer tulle dresses that conveyed a nothing-to-hide vulnerability. Oppositions
are fundamental to Elbaz, the most elementary being the reality of clothes versus
the dream of fashion. He's always managed to bridge the gap by making things that
women desire. Here, the desire was more palpable than ever. And helping that happen was Elbaz's conviction that "modernity is beauty." Flip that formula, then think
for a moment about how simple, timeless, and radical it is.

PARIS, September 30, 2011
by Tim Blanks

Louis Vuitton
The carousel that team Louis Vuitton set up in the Louvre's Cour Carrée was echt
Marc Jacobs. The designer has made an art form of the fashion 180. Last season's
fetish-y rubber boots sold 2,000 pairs in the first week they were available, Jacobs
reported, but he was ready for a change nonetheless. "After the hardness of Fall, we
wanted something gentle and kind, fragile but strong, too," he said, touting the workmanship that went into not only the clothes but also the bags. Matte crocodile coats
painstakingly hand-pieced together so that the scales match; an eggshell lacquer
bag made with the assistance of the last man in Paris still in command of the 1920's
technique. That sort of devotion to craft would come in handy were Jacobs to land
the top design spot at Christian Dior and the couture atelier that comes with it. No?
If anyone wondered whether Jacobs wants that gig, his pavé diamond wishbone
necklace (a good luck charm, he called it) sealed the deal. Same goes for the
clothes. Squint and you could see the vague outlines of Dior's New Look "Bar" suit
in a minty green checked cotton nylon jacket and skirt. But it wasn't quite as literal
as all that. What lingers about the collection is just how sweet it was—everything
candy-colored and much of it trimmed with big lacy collars or oversize white buttons.
Broderie anglaise dresses came veiled in pastel shades of organza; laser-cut lace
tops and skirts were sealed in silk cellophane—the suggestion being, perhaps, that
the contents were too precious to be unwrapped. After an interlude of matte crocodile motorcycle jackets that fell short of edgy in their icy pastel colors, Jacobs affixed
3-D plastic paillettes to dresses with crystals and embellished tweed skirtsuits with
ombré feathers.
The fashion merry-go-round keeps spinning, but there was one constant with his
Fall show: Kate Moss was the last girl standing on the runway. We don't know yet if
this was Jacobs' Vuitton swan song, but just in case, might as well make the parting
shot count.

PARIS, October 5, 2011
by Nicole Phelps

Oscar de la Renta
If he wanted to indicate a new mood for Spring, Oscar de la Renta couldn't have
picked a better soundtrack: Led Zeppelin and Pink Floyd. Yes, you read that right.
And sitting front-row opposite Valentino and Justin Timberlake: Nicki Minaj, sans
pants. Those weren't the only things that made this Oscar show feel particularly zippy. There was a fresh, upbeat look that went beyond the bobby-socks-and-heels act,
the softly frizzed hair, and the no-makeup makeup. You saw it in a pair of bright silk
taffeta ball gowns topped with T-shirts. Couture lace T-shirts, but you get the idea.
De la Renta has ditched the old church where he's presented for the last couple of
years in favor of his new 42nd Street showroom. New venue, new lease on life? The
space is un-renovated, and the runway is narrow. It meant you had an up-close view
of the beautiful handwork that has won him so many fans over the years. White is a
big trend this week, but we challenge you to find a lovelier, more ethereal dress than
the one with the delicate handkerchief hem the designer put on Arizona Muse. It was
one of a series of lacy white confections that skewed younger than anything we've
seen on an Oscar runway lately. And other things surprised, too. A chartreuse feather-stitched tank top and matching harem pant was perhaps too outré, but then you'd
see de la Renta's enthusiasm paying off, as in a crocheted silver thread sweater that
exposed an inch or so of midriff over a metallic ball skirt.
Not to worry, ladies: He hasn't abandoned his core clients, the ones who return year
after year for the tweedy skirtsuits, the sleeveless sheaths, the entrance-making
evening dresses. But how fab to see a designer hit the refresh button after 40-plus
years in business.

NEW YORK, September 13, 2011
by Nicole Phelps

Prada
"Sweetness." Miuccia Prada's summation of her new collection was surprisingly direct. But only she could add a contrary gloss to an idea that, on the surface at least,
seemed entirely benign. She'd been trying to wrap her head around this paradox:
Why should a quality that the world at large considers such an asset to womanhood
be so shunned by the fashion industry? That state of affairs is unlikely to prevail
for much longer, given the crazy level of influence Miuccia wields over fashion (her
dropped waists from Fall are other designers' big statement for Spring). So better
ready yourself to Celebrate the Sweet.
Except no one else will be able to do it quite like this. Italian men have two meaningful relationships in their lives: women and cars. Miuccia put the two together—women in cars—and situated them in a moment in time (maybe the last such) when the
world was awash with unambiguous hope for the future. That would be the 1950's.
If the Prada men's collection for Spring was haunted by the ghost of Elvis, its female
counterpart paraded echoes of Marilyn in her accordion-pleated dress from The
Seven Year Itch. The models did walk over a subway grate, but it was unfortunately
technically impossible to provide the updraft that would have gusted skirts skyward
in a re-creation of one of Hollywood's most iconic movie moments.
There were, however, other, equally resonant ways for Miuccia to make her point.
The celluloid iconography was irresistible: B-movie roadhouse gals in bandeau tops
and leather pencil skirts that had been customized by their spray-painting mechanic
boyfriends; David Lynch heroines in varsity jackets and sunray pleats; rhinestone
cowgirls in studded Baracutas. If the sweetness in such tough cookies was a little
elusive, Miuccia also offered coats in lace or crochet in palest pink and blue and
bathing suits that begged for pinup poses round the pool at the Beverly Hills Hotel.
Plus, the adorable print theme from the men's collection took an automotive turn. At
the very least, Italian manhood will be happy. But the rest of the world should feel
just as uplifted when the double whammy of Prada menswear and womenswear hits
stores next spring. Dare you not to smile.

MILAN, September 22, 2011
by Tim Blanks

Ralph Lauren
In 1974, not long after he founded his company, Ralph Lauren designed the costumes for The Great Gatsby. They launched a mini Jazz Age trend at the time and
jump-started his career. Today, with Baz Luhrmann remaking the film—Leonardo
DiCaprio and Carey Mulligan are reprising the roles originally played by Robert Redford and Mia Farrow—Lauren took the opportunity to revisit the roaring twenties, half
a year before the movie actually hits screens and everybody and his mother decides
to "do" the decade themselves.
Both Daisy and Jay's wardrobes got an airing here. Since way back when, Lauren
has always loved the feminine/masculine mix. On the Buchanan side of the story
were wallpaper floral bias-cut dresses, timely pastel silk pajama pants, and "vintaged" cashmere sweaters with faux moth holes. For accessories: raffia platform
sandals, embroidered and fringed bags, and delicate scarves tied tight at the neck.
Lauren's girl Gatsbys had pinstriped three-piece suits with cropped pants, shorts,
or full trousers to choose from and the occasional anachronism in the form of a pink
leather Perfecto jacket.
The collection really came alive after dark. Glinting silver flapper dresses and column gowns looked tailor-made for the spotlight. Luhrmann's costume designer wife,
Catherine Martin, is in charge of the clothes for the new movie, but Mulligan and
her female co-stars need look no further than Lauren when it comes to red-carpet
sparklers for the premiere circuit.

NEW YORK, September 15, 2011
by Nicole Phelps

Versace
It's a Versace moment. The H&M collaboration is about to crush retail; designer kids
everywhere are feeling the Versace vibe. But maybe the most interesting thing about
the show today was that people left the house Gianni founded saying, "That was so
Donatella."
The mood was set by the luminescent glow that illuminated the garden at the Via
Gesù show space. It was like the light from a swimming pool. And into that glow
stalked the tawny-maned goddesses who have roamed the Versace landscape
since time immemorial. "The meeting of old and new Versace," Donatella said. That
meeting could mean something as elemental as neoprene and plissé in the same
outfit. Or shorts where a pelmet mini would have once sufficed. And the gold studs
were clearly something Donatella felt an affinity for, if the outfit she wore to take her
bow was any indication.
And that may be the collection's greatest plus. There is no way to judge it outside its
own context—and that context is Donatella. Those Lucite platforms? Pure blonde.
The fractured starfish that anchored Sigrid Agren's bifurcated gown? The plissé
pastels? The Reggio Calabrian white with the Greek inflection? All of it an element
in some way of Donatella's own design history. Which makes this collection a test of
the power of personality in fashion. Cue the inevitable H&M madness.

MILAN, September 23, 2011
by Tim Blanks
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